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ABSTRACT

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the leading cause of blindness for working-age US adults. While comprehensive
screening examinations detect most early-stage DR cases, only 50–60% of diabetic patients adhere to the
current annual screening guidelines. Recently, teleretinal imaging (TRI) has emerged as an accessible
screening tool for patients with limited access. However, there exists no well-established guideline that
incorporates TRI-based screening for such patients. We develop a Monte Carlo simulation model to replicate
a safety-net system patient population using electronic medical record data from the Harris Health System
(Houston, TX) and examine cost and health benefits of various TRI-based screening policies. We conduct
sensitivity analysis to study the impact of patient-specific factors including age, A1C level, and screening
adherence on screening policy performance. Our findings support TRI-based screening for patients with
limited access and highlight the significant role of patient-specific factors in determining cohort-level
screening policies.

1 INTRODUCTION

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the leading cause of blindness for working-age adults in the US (CDC 2022).
It is estimated that over 60% of patients with type II diabetes and over 90% of patients with type I diabetes
will develop DR within 20 years of diagnosis (Fong et al. 2003). Furthermore, as DR is asymptomatic in its
early stages, patients may not realize the risk of developing advanced stages of DR, which are irreversible
and four times as likely to cause blindness as early stages of the disease (Wykoff et al. 2021). With over
37 million diabetic cases and over 96 million prediabetic cases in the US (CDC 2022), there is a growing
concern about the potential impact of DR in the near future.

Routine comprehensive screening examinations have proved effective in detecting early stages of DR
(Javitt et al. 1994) and can prevent up to 98% of DR-related vision loss (Ferris 1993; Solomon et al. 2017).
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The American Diabetes Association (ADA) and American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO) recommend
every diabetic patient receive annual dilated screening examinations (Flaxel et al. 2020; Solomon et al.
2017) via 7-field stereoscopic color fundus photography (Walton et al. 2016). However, on average only
50–65% of patients are adherent to this guideline (Eppley et al. 2019; MacLennan et al. 2014), with
adherence rates as low as 35% for patients with limited access to care (Paz et al. 2006).

Recently, teleretinal imaging (TRI) has emerged as a viable and affordable alternative to the traditional
eye clinic-based screening. Via TRI, patients have digital images of their retinas taken by primary care
providers, which are then graded remotely (Walton et al. 2016); those deemed to meet the threshold for
advanced stages of DR are then referred for the traditional screening exam at eye clinics (henceforth called
clinic-based screening or CS). Despite lower sensitivity and specificity of TRI compared to CS, TRI has
been shown to be advantageous for patients with low adherence and/or limited access to care due to its
affordability, efficiency, and accessibility (Daskivich et al. 2017; Garoon et al. 2018; Walton et al. 2016).

However, there is little quantitative understanding about how TRI-based screening exams should be
recommended to patients with limited access to address important trade-offs and promote the cost-effective
use of the emerging screening technique. In particular, despite the improved access and affordability, TRI
recommendations should be carefully coordinated in conjunction with the traditional CS exams due to its
relatively low accuracy. Furthermore, health and cost benefits from TRI might vary depending on various
patient-specific factors such as adherence behavior, health condition, and age.

In this paper, we develop a Monte Carlo simulation model that examines the health and cost benefits of
various routine CS and TRI-based DR screening policies at different time intervals for patients with type II
diabetes. The simulation model is built on a previously validated discrete-time Markov chain-based natural
history model (Aoki et al. 2004; Kirkizlar et al. 2013; Vijan et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2021) and calibrated
based on the electronic medical record (EMR) database of type II diabetes patients who were screened
during the time period of 2013–2021 through an existing TRI program at the Harris Health System (HHS)
in Harris County, TX, USA. As the model is built with the data from the largest safety-net hospital system
in the third most populous county in the US that encompasses the Houston metropolitan area, there is
significant diversity in the patient cohorts who are eligible for the TRI program.

In particular, our work aims to identify patient subgroups who would truly benefit from TRI in terms of
health benefits and cost savings and how often TRI screening exams should be recommended to different
subgroups. These findings provide important insights into cohort-based screening policies with respect to
both the type (TRI or CS) and timing of screening. We consider a variety of patient subgroups based on
the HHS EMR data with varying adherence rates, ages, and A1C levels. This study is uniquely positioned
in that it provides recommendations on a cohort-level policy as opposed to one-size-fits-all policies or
even individual-level recommendations found in literature (Flaxel et al. 2020; Lee et al. 2021; Solomon
et al. 2017). While the former may fail to address patient-specific needs for DR screening, the latter
may be challenging to implement due to the lack of patient-specific data and substantial resource burdens
(e.g., a recommender system calibrated for the individual patient) (Lamoureux et al. 2017; Ricciardi
and Boccia 2017). The cohort-level policy proposed in this paper attempts to address these concerns by
providing various routine screening policies to reasonably stratified patient subgroups. The rest of this
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review, Section 3 illustrates details of the
simulation model and data sources, Section 4 presents our results based on the EMR data to examine health
and cost benefits of various screening policies for the current patient population at HHS and sensitivity
analysis to examine the impact of patient-specific factors on screening policies, and Section 5 discusses
concluding remarks.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Markov models have been widely used in healthcare literature to model disease states and progression;
e.g., liver cancer stages (Kay 1986), HIV stages (Longini Jr et al. 1989), and diabetes prevalence forecasts
(Honeycutt et al. 2003). Simulation and sequential decision making techniques have utilized underlying
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Markov models to examine the performance and cost-effectiveness of various screening or intervention
policies; e.g., statin treatment policies (Mason et al. 2012), diabetes management (Zhang et al. 2019),
and cancer screening (Ayer et al. 2012). Recent studies also demonstrate the importance of incorporating
patient adherence within the model for developing personalized screening or intervention policies (Ayer
et al. 2016; Mason et al. 2012).

Monte Carlo simulation based on the underlying Markov chain for DR natural history has been widely
used for screening policy evaluation. Javitt et al. (1994) used Monte Carlo simulation to study the cost-
effectiveness of CS-based DR screening from a societal perspective. Vijan et al. (2000) evaluated the
cost-effectiveness of CS-based DR screening for patient groups stratified by age and A1C level. Aoki
et al. (2004) used simulation to show the cost-effectiveness of a teleopthalmology system for diabetic eye
diseases in a prison population and Kirkizlar et al. (2013) analyzed cost saving of telemedicine in DR
screening for patients in the Veterans Health Administration. Whited et al. (2005) conducted economic
analysis of digital teleopthalmology systems versus CS in federal healthcare agencies over a 12-month
period. Rein et al. (2011) utilized simulation to evaluate the benefit of biennial CS, telemedicine screening,
and self referral for low-risk patients. Swan et al. (2020) developed a microsimulation model to evaluate
the benefits of DR screening in primary care and care coordination. Lastly, Fuller et al. (2022) evaluated
the 5-year cost-effectiveness of an automated retinal imaging system for low-income populations.

Unlike the previous studies, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to examine lifetime health
and cost benefits of TRI screening from a patient cohort-level decision-making perspective in a limited
access setting. In particular, the simulation model was built on the EMR database at a large safety-net
system. This study uniquely considers a variety of screening policies that are varied by both screening
type and interval. Our sensitivity analysis also examines risk (A1C level) and age-based screening policies,
which were not studied previously. Additionally, our sensitivity analysis uniquely considers both CS and
TRI adherence rates, each stratified by risk (A1C level). Our contributions are as follows:

1. We develop a discrete-time Monte Carlo simulation model based on the underlying Markov chain
for DR natural history to recreate a large, highly heterogeneous urban safety-net system population.
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to generate a diabetic population of a safety-net
system from real screening data and patient EMRs to examine the realistic, lifetime impact of both
CS and TRI-based screening policies.

2. We conduct sensitivity analysis based on patient adherence, age, and A1C level to identify cohort-
specific routine screening policies. In addition to fixed-interval policies, we also examine the
performance of a risk and age-based screening policy.

3 METHODOLOGY

The Monte Carlo simulation model was built using MATLAB R2021a. The simulation model considered
a large number of diabetic patients, where patient parameters and characteristics were randomly sampled
from the HHS EMR data and each patient’s health state trajectory was individually tracked and recorded.
Patient characteristics such as starting age, initial DR state, A1C level, and race were probabilistically
assigned using fixed random seed values (this ensures a consistent heterogeneous patient cohort for each
tested policy). We considered 100 replications for each simulated scenario. Lifetime-based analysis was
chosen so as to study the development and long-term impact of DR and associated vision loss from both
health and cost perspectives. Simulation outcomes collected for each patient include total costs spent
(USD), accumulated quality adjusted life-years (QALYs), whether and when the patient became blind or
received treatment, and time of death. Costs and QALYs were discounted over time. The effectiveness
of DR screening was quantified by total QALY gains as a result of a screening policy for the underlying
patient cohort. As this study considers patient-level recommendations and adherence, all cost analysis was
based on out-of-pocket costs incurred by each simulated patient.
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Figure 1: The Markov chain with all possible states and state transitions. Values on the arcs represent
annual natural state transition probabilities for patients with 7% A1C. Death probabilities are defined by
state and age-based mortality rates. Transitions to post-treatment occur only upon a positive CS.

3.1 DR Markov Model

We utilized a discrete-time, non-stationary Markov model to represent the progression of DR and patient
health status. At each time epoch, a patient is in one of the six states: no diabetic retinopathy (NoDR),
non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR), proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR), post-treatment,
blindness and death. Figure 1 shows the health states and possible transitions; the values shown represent
the annual transition probabilities for patients with 7% A1C based on the natural disease progression in
literature (Aoki et al. 2004; Kirkizlar et al. 2013; Moss et al. 1998; Vijan et al. 2000; Younis et al.
2003). As A1C level increases to 9%, 11%, and 13%, the transition probability from NoDR to NPDR
increases to 0.0761, 0.1425, and 0.2669, respectively (UKPDS Group et al. 1998; Vijan et al. 2000).
Note that transition probabilities are non-stationary because of age-specific mortality rates (Social Security
Administration 2019) and health state-specific mortality multipliers (Vijan et al. 2000). We assumed that
a patient enters the post-treatment state only if PDR is detected via CS (see Section 3.3 for more details).

3.2 Policy Evaluation

Seven different screening policies were considered: Annual CS (ACS), Annual TRI (ATRI), Semi-annual
CS (SCS), Semi-annual TRI (STRI), Biennial CS (BCS), Biennial TRI (BTRI), and No Screening (NS).
In Section 4.3, motivated by our sensitivity analysis results, we also consider a dynamic screening policy
where screening intervals vary based on age and risk of developing PDR.

3.3 Simulation Model

The simulation model was based on our collaboration with HHS where the simulated patient population was
created to mimic a large, urban diabetic population eligible for TRI screening. Patient data were collected
from the EMRs of 2,456 Type II diabetic patients who received TRI screening exams from 2013 to 2021 at
HHS; race, age, zip-code, lab values including A1C, insurance status, and TRI screening outcomes were
collected. The cohort was comprised of 57.74% Hispanic, 24.76% Black, 8.79% white, 5.25% Asian, and
3.46% other. Analysis of the EMR data indicated that 62.75% of the patients had no DR, 34.93% NPDR,
and 2.32% PDR. The average A1C level was 7.91% and the average age at first screening was 54.62.

The implementation of TRI in the model was based on the TRI screening program jointly operated by
the Baylor College of Medicine (BCM) and HHS since 2013, which is one of the largest TRI programs in
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the US with over 160,000 eyes screened (Walton et al. 2016). TRI false negative and false positive rates
were 0.02 and 0.151, respectively (Date et al. 2019; Walton et al. 2016). Patient adherence rate for TRI
recommendation was calculated based on whether or not a patient complied with a primary care provider’s
TRI recommendation, available from the EMR data. Our statistical analysis showed that race was the only
patient characteristic associated with TRI adherence, which we then used to generate adherence rate for
de novo hypothetical patients. Across all 2,456 patients considered, the average TRI adherence rate was
68.4%. Adherence to CS recommendation was set to 35% based on a previous DR screening study (Paz
et al. 2006). Adherence to follow-up CS recommendation (i.e., after a positive TRI), on the other hand,
was set to 54.9% based on our BCM-HHS TRI program data (Chamberlain 2018).

A synthetic population of 50,000 type II diabetes patients was generated to represent the size of
diabetic patient population currently served by HHS. Each generated patient was uniquely assigned a race,
starting age, A1C level, initial DR state, and TRI adherence rate, sampled from the EMR data of the
highly heterogeneous population at HHS. The patient cohort was uniquely generated in each simulation
replication. More details about the base case cohort can be found in Section 4.1.

The simulation model used discrete time epochs at 6-month interval and kept track of each patient until
the age of 99 or death, whichever came first. A 3% discount rate was used for QALYs and costs collected
over time (Sanders et al. 2016). Furthermore, the annual DR state transitions and age-specific mortality rates
were converted into semi-annual values using a cycle-length changing technique (Sonnenberg and Beck
1993). We verified our semi-annual model against the previously validated natural history models (Aoki
et al. 2004; Kirkizlar et al. 2013; Vijan et al. 2000) by comparing the proportion of the simulated cohort
in each state between the two models after running them for the same 50,000 patients over 10 years under
the NS policy (i.e., natural DR progression). The percentage point differences in the proportions between
the two models (100 replications) were 0.92±0.11% (95% CI), 1.53±0.23%, 2.31±0.24%, 1.51±0.19%
and 1.11±0.17% for the No DR, NPDR, PDR, Blindness, and Death states, respectively.

At the beginning of each time epoch, a specific DR screening recommendation was provided to a patient
based on the policy being evaluated. A patient’s health transition was composed of two parts: a mortality
check and a DR progression check. The mortality check part determined whether or not a patient died
during the current time epoch based on the patient’s mortality rate. Mortality rates were determined by
multiplying the age-specific base mortality rate (Social Security Administration 2019) by the state-specific
mortality multiplier (1.36, 1.76, 1.76, and 2.34 for NPDR, PDR, post-treatment, and blindness, respectively
(Aoki et al. 2004; Kirkizlar et al. 2013)). At each time epoch, if a randomly generated number in [0,1]
was less than the patient-specific mortality rate, the patient entered death. The DR progression check part
determined if a patient transitioned to the next DR state or blindness (See Figure 1), which was implemented
in a similar fashion via random number generation.

At the end of each time epoch, QALYs and costs were collected. State-specific QALYs (0.94, 0.87,
0.83, 0.83, and 0.71 annually for NoDR, NPDR, PDR, post-treatment, and blindness, respectively (Kirkizlar
et al. 2013)) were collected and the half-cycle correction method was employed (Sonnenberg and Beck
1993). Costs included screening costs ($27.35 for TRI and $124.69 for CS), treatment cost of $1297.79,
and blindness-related direct annual cost of $4944.00 (Moshfeghi et al. 2020). Note that treatment cost
was determined by the weighted average of costs for three interventions: photocoagulation, pars plana
virectomy (PPV) and endolaser or PPV with membrane peel and intraocular tamponade (Garoon et al.
2018). Additionally, $21.53 was added to the cost of CS to account for travel and lost wages (Garoon et al.
2018); this type of cost was not considered for TRI because TRI can be implemented as a part of primary
care visits (our data indicates that most diabetic patients visit primary care physicians every 3-6 months).

At each time epoch, one of the three recommendations was made: no screening (NS), TRI or CS.
Figure 2 shows a detailed overview of the DR screening process during each 6-month time period. Unlike
TRI or CS, whenever NS is recommended to a patient, a screening outcome is not observed. As mentioned,
our simulation model mimics the HHS TRI program where TRI is utilized as a tool to refer patients for
follow-up CS exams when they are believed to be in an advanced DR state (Walton et al. 2016). That
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Figure 2: Overview of DR screening pathways and outcomes during a single 6-month time period.

is, upon a positive TRI outcome, a patient is immediately sent for follow-up CS, which must be carried
out before any other screening occurs; from the modeling perspective, the patient is flagged as “follow-up
CS incomplete” and is recommended to complete this at every subsequent time epoch unless the patient
has already transitioned to blindness or death (see Figure 2). If a patient attends follow-up CS and a false
positive outcome occurs, the patient will still continue to the next 6-month screening recommendation.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first present base case analysis to examine health and cost benefits of various routine
screening policies for the HHS diabetic patient population. We then present sensitivity analysis to examine
the screening policies for patient subgroups varied by age, A1C level, and adherence rates.

4.1 Base Case Analysis

The simulation model was first applied to a base cohort constructed from the EMR data of the 2,456
patients who received regular TRI screening exams between 2013-2021 and was run for 100 replications.
Synthetic patients were generated by sampling various patient parameters from the EMR data such as
race, age, initial DR state, A1C level and race-based TRI adherence to match the composition of the real
patient population at HHS. While multiple patients with the same characteristics may be generated, each
of their trajectories is uniquely determined by probabilistic adherence and state transition. The base cohort
closely resembled the population from the EMR data. The difference between the base cohort across all
replications and the EMR data was as follows. The percentage point difference in the proportion of each
race was less than 0.65±0.47% (95% CI), the difference in average age was 0.1±0.01 year (95% CI), and
the difference in average A1C level was 0.51±0.01 (95% CI). For the proportions of initial health states,
the percentage point differences were 3.52±0.05% (95% CI), 2.91±0.04%, and 0.61±0.01% for NoDR,
NPDR, and PDR, respectively.
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Table 1: Base case cohort simulation outcome comparison between various routine policies: Annual CS
(ACS), Annual TRI (ATRI), Semi-annual CS (SCS), Semi-annual TRI (STRI), Biennial CS (BCS), Biennial
TRI (BTRI), and No Screening (NS). Values represent the average values over 100 simulation replications.

ACS ATRI SCS STRI BCS BTRI NS
Total QALYs gains (thous.) 12.68 14.59 15.09 15.68 9.50 12.62 0.00
Per-patient screening costs 1,993 2,027 2,764 2,457 1,405 1,651 0
Average costs paid per QALY 585.8 527.6 563.5 516.3 642.1 569.1 838.2
Patients treated (thous.) 24.78 27.56 28.24 29.27 19.83 24.60 0.00
Blindness cases averted (thous.) 9.53 10.66 10.94 11.35 7.57 9.44 0.00
Blindness years averted 2.20 2.50 2.58 2.69 1.70 2.17 0.00
Average age of death 76.64 76.69 76.70 76.72 76.57 76.65 76.31

Table 1 compares simulation outcomes between different routine policies for the base case cohort. Each
value represents the average over 100 replications and all values reported had a relative standard deviation
within ±1%. Furthermore, the 95% confidence interval bounds were within ±2% of the recorded averages.
In all outputs besides average costs paid per QALY and average age of death, the value shown represents
the difference between each policy and NS. Overall, STRI was the best performing policy in terms of both
total QALY gains and cost savings (costs per QALY gain), followed by ATRI. The differences between the
policies were found statistically significant via paired-sample t-tests (p-values < 0.01). As a general trend,
the more patients a policy was able to treat, the more blindness cases were prevented and the more positive
health outcomes occurred. As expected, when the screening interval decreased there was an increase in
health benefits, i.e., QALY gains, total blindness cases averted, and average blindness years saved.

Interestingly, patients experienced more cost savings (less costs per QALY gain), on average, as screening
frequency increased; while this may appear counterintuitive, the large direct annual costs associated with
blindness imply that even a single year of blindness prevented could produce more cost savings than a
lifetime of screening. Another noteworthy finding is that more frequent screening exams with the less
accurate TRI provided more health benefits than accurate CS exams with less or even equal frequency (e.g.,
see STRI vs. SCS); we believe this is because TRI is more accessible for the base cohort (TRI adherence
rate is significantly higher than CS adherence for most patients). In fact, base cohort patients under the
STRI policy on average attended 19.85 TRI exams over their lifetimes, with an average of 3.03 follow-up
CS exams. In contrast, base cohort patients under the SCS policy on average attended 10.13 CS exams
over their lifetime. The increased number of overall screening exams under STRI is largely attributed to
improved adherence. Furthermore, as TRI is aggressive in sending patients for follow-up CS (its false
positive rate is 15.1%), TRI can help capture advanced DR in a more timely manner compared to less
accessible CS. For more adherent patients, on the other hand, frequent screening may lead to unnecessary
spending with little health benefits, as shown by our sensitivity analysis results in the next subsection.

4.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis was conducted to examine the impact of age, A1C level, and adherence rates on
the performance of screening policies. All results shown in this section represent the averages over 100
replications. We first considered cohorts varied by age groups from age 50 to 95 by 5-year increments as
well as risk levels represented by 7% and 13% A1C levels, where a higher A1C level is known to increase
risk of developing advanced DR (UKPDS Group et al. 1998; Vijan et al. 2000). The A1C level of each
patient in each cohort was assumed to be static to isolate the analysis from the impact of uncertain changes
in A1C level over time. Our second analysis considered cohorts varied by CS and TRI adherence rates
both from 20% to 90% by 5% increments as well as the two risk levels previously defined.
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Figure 3 shows the average per-patient cost per QALY gain achieved by different policies at different
ages for (a) low and (b) high-risk patients. We notice a clear shift in the types of policies that offered the
least cost per QALY as a patient’s age increases. For low-risk patients, ATRI was found to produce the
least cost per QALY for patients aged 50–68, BTRI for patients age 68–74 and NS for age 74 and above.
That is, while TRI was chosen for screening, the screening frequency decreased as patient age increased
and eventually no screening was recommended as age exceeded a certain threshold. This suggests that
the benefits of screening diminish as patients age, which can be attributed to increased mortality rates and
decreased probability to develop long-term blindness. For high-risk patients, similarly, STRI produced the
least cost per QALY for patients aged 50–68, ATRI for age 68–76, and NS for age 76 and above. Note
that TRI is recommended more frequently and the age threshold at which no screening starts to produce
the least cost per QALY is delayed for these higher-risk patients; i.e., the model captured the increased risk
for this cohort and assessed the performance of the policies accordingly. For both low-risk and high-risk
cohorts, TRI-based screening policies produced less cost per QALY than their CS-based counterparts.
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Figure 3: Comparison of average costs per QALY between various screening policies for patient cohorts
stratified by age and A1C level.

Next, to examine the impact of both patient adherence behavior and DR risk level, we conducted
three-way sensitivity analysis where both TRI and CS adherence rates were varied from 20% to 90% by
5% intervals for both low and high-risk patients. Figure 4 shows heatmaps that indicate the screening
policy with the least cost per QALY for each cohort represented by TRI adherence, CS adherence, and
A1C level. Note that only regular CS adherence is varied on the y-axis; follow-up CS was set to 54.9%
or equal to the regular CS adherence, whichever was greater. Overall, Figure 4 suggests that there exists
an adherence-based threshold for screening policy recommendation. For example, for a low-risk patient
(Figure 4a) with a fixed CS adherence rate of 35%, as TRI adherence rate increases from 20% to 30%, the
screening policy with the least cost per QALY changes from SCS to STRI. Similarly, the policy switches
from STRI to ATRI when the patient’s TRI adherence rate reaches 80%.

For low-risk patients (Figure 4a), our analysis finds strong support for TRI-based policies, i.e., STRI
and ATRI, even for patients with higher CS adherence rates. Interestingly, we observe a non-monotonic
behavior in the heatmap where the least cost/QALY policy changes from STRI to ACS and then changes
back to STRI as CS adherence goes up. This is because increased CS adherence also increases follow-up
CS adherence upon a positive TRI. Since TRI is quite aggressive in sending patients for follow-up CS
(with a false positive rate of 15.1%), once follow-up CS adherence is sufficiently high, it may be plausible
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(a) Low-risk patients (7% A1C) (b) High-risk patients (13% A1C)

Figure 4: Heatmaps of policies that provide the minimum average costs (USD) per QALY across 100
replications for patient cohorts stratified by adherence rates and A1C level. Each section corresponds to
the following policy: 1 - Annual CS (ACS), 2 - Annual TRI (ATRI), 3 - Semi-annual CS (SCS), 4 -
Semi-annual TRI (STRI), and 5 - Biennial CS (BCS).

to rely on TRI first and refer the patients for follow-up CS as needed. For high-risk patients, Figure 4b
shows that the need for CS-based exams increases especially for patients with low TRI adherence rates.
Furthermore, ATRI (i.e., less frequent TRI exams) is never recommended. Similar to low-risk patients,
for those who are highly adherent to CS (hence follow-up CS), STRI produces less cost than CS-based
policies (e.g., see 45% TRI-adherent and 80% CS-adherent). Overall, Figure 4 indicates the feasibility of
patient cohort-specific screening policy based on A1C level and adherence rates.

4.3 Age and Risk-based Screening Policy

In addition to the routine DR screening policies considered, an age and risk-based DR screening policy
was developed motivated by the outcomes from our age and A1C-based sensitivity analysis. Patients
with A1C levels classified as 7% were assigned semi-annual TRI, annual TRI, biennial TRI, and NS for
entering age of <50, 50–68, 68–74, and >74, respectively. Patients with higher A1C levels were assigned
semi-annual TRI, annual TRI, and NS for entering age of <68, 68–76, or >76, respectively. The dynamic
policy performed very similarly to semi-annual TRI for the base cohort, providing marginally less costs per
QALY ($514.77 vs. $516.30) while resulting in 150 additional cases of blindness on average. We note that
there may be other policies that could be varied by not only age and A1C but also other patient-specific
characteristics. Personalized DR screening guideline via such dynamic policies would be beneficial from
individual-level perspective and remains our future work. For example, preliminary results based on the
partially-observable Markov decision process are available in Lee et al. (2021).

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we utilized a Monte Carlo simulation model to evaluate different CS and TRI-based policies
at varying screening intervals. Of particular interest to this study was identifying the screening policy that
should be recommended to a large urban safety-net system population, mostly consisting of under/uninsured
patients with low CS screening adherence. We recreated the safety-net population in our base case simulation
model based on the EMR data of type II diabetic patients at HHS and their existing TRI program.

Analysis of the base case cohort indicated the semi-annual TRI screening policy as most favorable in
terms of both health benefit and cost savings, followed by annual TRI-based screening. Overall, our results
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support the utilization of TRI-based policies at varying intervals depending on risk level and age. In fact,
we notice from the EMR data that physicians often recommend TRI exams every 6 months for patients
who are at high risk or exhibit poor adherence or diabetic control. While these decisions are currently
made in an ad-hoc manner, our results reinforce the role of the simulation model as a clinical decision
support tool that identifies cohort-specific screening recommendations based on various characteristics.

Our sensitivity analysis examined how policies should be recommended to patients with varying age,
A1C level, and adherence rates. Age, A1C level and adherence were all found to be significant factors
in determining best screening policies in terms of both health benefit and cost savings. More frequent
screening was found beneficial for younger patients, whereas older patients experienced diminished benefits
of screening. For patients with sufficiently high TRI and CS adherence rates, increasing TRI frequency from
annual to semi-annual screening did not generate additional health benefits and cost savings. We believe
this indicates potential TRI overutilization issues for those who are already highly adherent. Patients with
increased risk of developing advanced DR (i.e., increased A1C level) benefitted more from frequent TRI
screenings than low risk patients. Finally, an age and risk-based screening policy was found to perform
similarly to the routine semi-annual TRI policy, which demonstrates the potential benefits of dynamic
screening policies and warrants further exploration.

This study has a few limitations. First, the model is a single-eye model, i.e., each patient within
the model represents only one eye instead of two eyes, as is common in current modeling studies in the
ophthalmology community (Karakosta et al. 2012). In a study of a large safety-net population with similar
demographics to ours, 77% of patients screened were found to have the same level of DR in both eyes
(Varma et al. 2004), justifying the choice of the single-eye perspective in this study. Second, ungradable
TRI images were not considered in this study. Note that the BCM-HHS TRI program data indicated only
2% of the TRI images were ungradable, with each individual patient having at least one eye successfully
graded (Date et al. 2019). Finally, we assume that A1C level and adherence are static over time. Our data
did not indicate any predictable changes in these parameters over the study period, and thus the model
was assumed non-anticipatory of future changes in such parameters when examining a screening policy.
If changes in these parameters are observed, the model can be periodically updated and rerun.

Overall, this simulation study demonstrates the benefit of utilizing TRI-based policies for safety-net
system patient populations with limited access to eye care and low adherence to eye clinic-based screening
recommendations. Our findings support cohort-specific routine screening policies where benefits of TRI-
based screening are determined by patient age, A1C level, and adherence. As this modeling framework
is highly adaptable, TRI programs can utilize their own patient data within the model to evaluate the
impact of different DR screening policies on their specific cohort. In the future, as health information
system continues to improve, the routine screening policies proposed in this study could eventually evolve
into purely personalized screening policies with little compromise in implementation efficiency (Lee et al.
2021). This simulation model can be used for evaluating the performance of such personalized screening
policies and serve as a clinical decision support tool.
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